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Abstract:  
 

Renewable energies are considered natural resources of clean energy that the planet 

offers with no intervention of humans. Those natural resources are essential for life, buw aw 

we may know the excessive use of them has always caused incalculable damages on our 

planets and us as humans, for this reason they can be quickly exhausted. On this ground, In 

this project, a designed hybrid system will be constructed combining solar energy and wind. 

Succinctly, this hybrid system is a backup mechanism as well as a long term key to preserve 

energy and provide for other uses.  

 
 
 
Keywords: Hybrid system , Renewable energies, solar energy, backup mechanism. 
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1. Introduction: 

 
1.1 Context:  

 
Morocco has been doing serious efforts to reduce the use of fossil fuels in last years ,                 

which made Morocco starting to invest in new projects, and attracting companies of foreign              

investors. the most significant powers that Morocco has as a replacement are wind and solar               

energy.  

Morocco has adopted large wind energy projects as well as solar ones, their main purpose is                

to assist the development of renewable energies. Wind in Morocco is quiet excellent in              

multiple region mainly the southern and northern ones, with an average speed beyond 9 m/s               

at and elevation of 40 meters. Regarding solar energy, Morocco has taken many excellent              

steps towards the future since the country benefits from an average of 2200 KW/m²/year of               

radiation and 3000 hours of sunshine per year.  

 

 
1.2 objectives: 
 
Morocco has been supporting every renewable energy project in the recent years.            

Morocco entered the last stage of completing the project of Noor Midelt, financing 60 million               

euro in two Hybrid plants that will be composed of two main technologies : Photovoltaic               

panels and solar power. Declaring that the Noor Midelt plants would be solar industry’s game               

changer. This new project is a consequence of many other solar plants that have been               

successful throughout the years such the ones of Boujdour , Ouarzazat and Laayoune.  

I firmly believe that implementing hybrid systems is a great step ahead for the              

environmental and economic future of Morocco. Hybrid systems can be used in many areas ,               

one of them is refrigerating since it can be exploited to produce electricity and reduce the cost                 

of bills. As we know it the main purpose of refrigeration is to reduce humidity levels, and this                  

process is mainly used during the warmer months for farming produces. Refrigeration takes a              

huge amount of electricity during the year, which makes the cost of it higher than expected,                
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hence the focus of this project is to design a hybrid system that will manage the usage of                  

wind and solar energy to provide electricity.  

This innovative mode of operating will directly affect the total system cost. This              

promising alternative is a solution to preserve a variety of goods especially agriculture ones.              

Hybrid system connected to a grid will often generate electricity more than what we are               

capable of consuming, and the grid will be used when there is an absence of sunlight as well                  

as wind to keep the contents cool. In this project, we will focus more on analyzing the energy                  

product, simulating the hybrid and main objective is to find a management system for the               

energy production that should monitor the use of the two energy sources as well as the grid                 

utility. Then we will move on to the financial and environmental analysis since this hybrid               

system do not only serve to generate energy but it can also meet the demand for energy                 

conservation and environment protection. This subject is mainly divided into two parts , the              

fist one will be the methodology that contains the assessment of the wind and solar both                

potential and power assessment , the second part will tackle the calculation to din the               

percentage of wind and solar needed to cover the need of a certain refrigerating unit. 

This project will be a great opportunity to people having refrigerating units to start              

adopt this method which is a hybrid system. It will provide them with long term investment                

and a possibility to the upcoming generations.  

 

 

 

 

1.3 STEEPLE analysis:  
 

STEEPLE is a typical strategic tool that we use to expand a scientific study. It is an                 

approach used to explain in details the different aspects and gives a clear overview of a                

project. Its main aim is to analyse the external environment of a project. STEEPLE relates the                

following fields : Social, Technological, Economic, Environmental, Political, Legal and          

Ethical.  

Social :Morocco a nation of modesty and simplicity, it is known for having a friendly society                

and being rich in both culture and history. The modernization has provoked in Morocco              
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different changes, such as the use of modern technologies. Those technologies connected            

people to each other and made them aware of their country’s situation, so the community               

tried to implement adapts in the government to provide the country with advance morals of               

living.  

Technological :In recent years , technology and science knew a huge development in             

Morocco. The government put into practice diverse advancements to encourage researches.  

Economical :Morocco’s economy is judged to be a process of demand and supply. It is quite                

unstable, considering the gap among its different classes (higher and lower). Morocco is also              

known to invest strongly on big projects, as it has been the case in attaining the objective of                  

generating 52% of energy from renewable sources. Moreover Morocco has invested in recent             

projects such like the solar plant and the high speed train. The solar plant will give Morocco                 

an opportunity to diminish its taxes when supplying fossil fuel from foreign supplier.  

Environmental :A predict stated that the energy resources in Morocco will increase with 6%              

per year within 2012 and 2050. Morocco has been looking for ways to vary power supply ,                 

which means that they are trying to include more renewable resources. The country had been               

initiating to build projects of solar energy , and looking up to use natural gases and make                 

those project as a revenue of the government. Those efforts that have been done are also                

within the environmental development as well as this project of hybrid system.  

Political : The moroccan government not only adopted new methods to satisfy their needs,              

bu also to determine themselves as green energy. The country tried to adopt renewable              

energies not only for their own benefit but also to become independent from foreign              

suppliers.  

Morocco’s government got serious when starting the projects concerning renewable energies           

, they wanted to assist and meet the needs of domestic demand and grow their interest in the                  

european market.  

Legal :After the progresses done in Morocco , renewable energies became an idea that              

everyone knows about and start to adapt considering that all citizens have the right to               

advantage from wind and solar energy .  

Ethical : Refrigerating is a method of lowering heat from a reservoir that has low               

temperature and transferring it to a reservoir that has high temperature, this process is mainly               

done by mechanical means such as electricity. Refrigeration takes part of our daily life , since                
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it takes care of ailments during the whole year. This method is mainly adopted in rural areas                 

or by people of low classes, which means that it takes a lot of their energy to take care of it ,                      

either in a mechanical or financial manner. This is exactly why in this project reducing the                

price of electricity is our main intention, and this will be performed by using a hybrid system.                 

Naturally, sustainable ideas or designs need to be environmental along with economical, and             

those refrigerating units are part of those ideas that we need to evolved.  

 

 

2. Literature review: 
 

This literature review will deliver the readers the most important informations about            

the hybrid system and the significance of this system in Morocco. It will specify which               

hybrid is the most efficient with the least cost and the bringing the highest amount of energy.  

 

2.1 Renewable energy in Morocco:  

Morocco has adopted renewable energy plans, those plans are sponsored by the            

government to find suppliers with large power grids. Those plans have been adopted to              

reduce importing fossil fuel. In 2012 , Morocco spent 10 billion US dollar on importing               

energies such as natural gases , coil and electricity[1]. Further , the year of 2013 was a                 

twisting point since Morocco contributed to the use of renewable energies which led to an               

increase of 16.2 percent instead of 4 percent in the overall electricity production. This              

increase remain steady to 11.5 percent in 2013, and it noted remarkable results with the help                

of ONEE directing a program of wind production. This increase in percentage was due to the                

ambition of the moroccan government to adopt renewable energies as a target in the MENA               

region[2], promising to increase this capacity of energy to 42 percent by 2020 and by 52                

percent by 2030. Morocco is a country that benefits from 3000 hours and nearly 2200 9                

KW/m²/year of sunshine a year [3], which makes it a location with perfect climate conditions.               

Those perfect conditions create an environment where wind and solar energies can be stored              

and used.  
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Figure 1 : Renewable energy sources in Morocco [4]. 
 

Morocco is known to be a country and a nation with various geography , which makes                
it a place where solar and wind project can be build. Referring to this Morocco has taken                 
really big initiatives to built the largest solar plant.[5] 

 

  
Figure 2 : Morocco’s largest clean energy in the world.  

 
 
2.2 Moroccan solar power:  
 
Morocco is recognised to have a good geographical position, which give it the benefit              

to have an irradiation that varies between 2.38 kWh/m2 /day to 6.89 kWh/m2 /day, this               

variation stands for 2154 hours of sunshine. Typically, Rabat as a coastal city has an               

irradiation that goes from 3.2 to 5.5 kWh/m2 /day. By way of comparison , Ouarzazate as a                 

semi arid city benefits from  3405 hours of sunshine per year [6]. 
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Figure 3 : Average annual solar radiation per day in Morocco. 
 

Ouarzazate solar complex project had a plan of being implemented in phases , starting              

May 2012 the first phase of 160 MW was approved by the bank which is Nour I. The second                   

phase started to be prepared by MASEN (Moroccan agency for renewable energy ) the same               

time Nour I was implemented and approved , with a capacity of 300 MW that include Nour II                  

and Nour III, this phase got the chance to be executed with the help of multiple donors and                  

the African development Bank. This project has been studied technically, financially and            

environmentally to be the first project done in Morocco accepting it to have a capacity of                

2000 MW by the end of 2020. This solar complex was chosen to be implemented in                

Ouarzazate for some specific reasons , considering that the city has the highest sunshine in               

the world generating an irradiation of 2,635 kWh/m² per year. further , Ouarzazate has low               

seismic risks and soil quality and this solar complex project will be located far from touristic                

and natural areas [6].  
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Figure 4 : Nour Ouarzazate 2                                                 Figure 5 : Nour Ouarzazate  
 
 
The solar complex project will have virtuous benefits on the Kingdom, it will reduce              

the dependency of energy since the energy needs of Morocco are 95 percent dependent on oil.                

Furthermore , national resources will be developed considering that Morocco has a huge             

percentage of sunshine , and it will also develop a competitive advantage over the long term                

on energy. For this project , the technology of photovoltaic was rejected for phase 2 , yet it                  

will be used for phase 3 (Nour 4) with a capacity of minimum 70 MW in an area of 210 ha                     

which is not financed by the bank[6].  

 

 

 

2.3 Photovoltaic solar panels:  

Photovoltaic panels work under materials called semiconductors, those materials are          

able to produce electricity straight from the sun. Owing to the semiconductor materials ,              

electrons break free by reason of photons that ionize the material , those electrons create a                

flow of electricity by intensively flowing in one direction inside the material [7]. 

Figure 6 : How PV technology works. 
 

Silicon is one of the semiconductor materials that solar cells constitute of, one of their                

properties is that it is easy to modify their conductivity by introducing impurities to their               

structure [8].  
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2.4 Morocco wind power : 

Morocco can produce enormous electric power when connected to grid and this is due              

to substantial resources of renewable energies. To generate this electricity different ways are             

possible , the most studied and efficient ones are hydroelectric plants, solar plants and wind               

farms[9] .Morocco is a country with an outstanding geography position , it has also several               

sites that can produce and average wind speed of 11 m/s in height of 40 meters taking                 

Tangier as an exemple. During recent years, to strengthen the supply of energy , the               

installation of various wind farms has been applied summing 287 MW. This implementation             

was done by a connection between Europe and Morocco to develop this capacity given that               

Morocco has one of the greatest platforms for developing and growing the concept of              

renewable energies.  

The platform of Morocco that is about more than 3500 km of seaboard equivalent to               

Mediterranean sea and Atlantic ocean , along with mountains like the Rif and Atlas regions,               

those windy areas have large wind resources. Referring to Taza,Essaouira , Dakhla laâyoune 

and Tarfaya at a height of 10 m having a normal wind speed of 7 to 8.5 m/s. In Addition ,                     

Tetouan and Tangier with an average wind speed of 8.11 to 10 m/s. The installation of wind                 

is advantageous in the cited regions, connecting it to hybrid system for lightening and              

especially to the national grid [9]. 

 
Figure 7: Wind potential in Morocco.  

 
 

2.5 Hybrid system: 
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Presently , the request for electricity has been increasing, and this huge demand can’t              

be satisfied by source that are non renewable, for this reason wind and solar sources that are                 

renewable energy became prevalent [10]. Starting to use those renewable energies made a             

reduction in terms of fossil fuel since they change them with sources of competitive impact               

and cost. Photovoltaic PV and wind turbines are generators that have been advanced to meet               

the economical and environmental needs. Those generator can be sometimes costly and            

uncertain , for this reason integrating them in a storage process would be more efficient. This                

system is called Hybrid system. This system combines the two generators creating a better              

use of natural sources [11]. Hybrid system were developed to enhance living standards using              

further cost effective, and environmentally friendly techniques. Those power system which           

are Hybrid that are composed of PV and wind can be used to diminish energy storage                

requirements. Some of the hybrid system can also depend on storage using batteries , but               

most of them are more into PV and wind energy usage[12]. Standalone technique is a system                

similar to hybris system , nethertheless they have dissimilar output factors. Taking the hybrid              

system it can be used as an alternative for gas or wind, and the hybrid PV system works in a                    

way that when the solar source or panels can’t provide the required energy , it is                

automatically switched to provide the required energy. For the ones that count on wind, it               

works in parallel with season , it provides energy when the season is favorable for such                

condition , when not the system is diminished [13]. Owing to the change of weather , there is                  

no prediction in the usage of those systems , since they can provide wind when needed and                 

also the solar energy.  
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Figure 8 : Hybrid system.  

 
 
 
3. Hybrid system design proposal: 

3.1 Typical refrigeration electricity consumption:  
Tracking and analysing the utility bills is one of the major focus of an operative               

energy management plan. Critical decisions can be based on the study and examination of              

electricity bills, out of this analysis many observations can be found namely whether energy              

is being saved, or the measure taken are succeeding. Every single energy management plan is               

deficient  when it is not tracked [14]. 

In our study , we based our energy consumption management on bills taken from a               

refrigeration unit in the city of Taza. Under the analysis of the bills many observations have                

been made , the most notable one is the peak usage program, considering that different prices                

get paid based of different time slots of the usage of electricity. Those different ranges of                

time are illustrated in the table below [15]: 
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Table 1 :Ranges for hours of electricity consumption.  

 

3.2 Management techniques chosen for the location:  

In our study , we seized the electricity bills from a refrigerating unit close to the city                 

of Taza. This location is 13.3 km away from the city and has an unused land with a surface                   

area of 1391,21 m². We decided to settle our project which is the hybrid system on the unused                  

land that is shown in the figure 9, this land has been chosen in views of its non agricultural                   

properties.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9 : Location chosen for the installation of the hybrid system. 

 

It has been resolved to inaugurate the hybrid system consisting of the solar panels and               

the wind turbine on the ground shown in the figure above. It is advisable to locate the solar                  

panels on the ground for many reason, opening with the easy access to the system in order to                  

have a good maintenance. One of the major reasons is the non limitation by the extent of the                  

roof, and the cooler the solar panels are , the more energy output is given furthermore if any                  

holes are done on the roof , water can penetrated and damage the property [16].  
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Figure 10 : Solar panels ground mount[16]. Figure 11 : Solar panels roof mount[16]. 

 

Even if this installation may not be esthetically pleasing people , but it is the best way                  

to instal the system and have less damages possible, notably for wind turbines given that they                

tend to create massive vibration that could damage the property when setting them on roofs ,                

and also huge noises that could disturb everyone. Besides that , wind turbines have              

difficulties to perform on roofs if the right elevation is not chosen properly[17]. 

Figure 12 : Wind turbines roof mount. Figure 13 : Wind turbines ground mount[18]. 

 

3.3 Management techniques chosen for the solar panels and wind turbine:  

3.3.1 Choice of solar panels:  

Choosing the best solar panels to use in your hybrid system is one of the hardest jobs 

since they need to meet the needs your unit needs, this choice needs to be wisely done since 

those panels will convert the sunlight into energy the owner will use on a daily basis.  
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The choice of solar panels is done considering the wattage they can provide, the ones 

we chose are STP6-320W , since there are the most commercial ones and the most used ones 

in solar projects nowadays. Those solar panels can provide high efficiency that guarantees 

high power outputs , they are also eco friendly and easy to instal, their installation may 

outstand every weather condition especially when it’s cloudy. Their surface area is favorable 

for every location to install them in , since they don’t take thaut much space , and they are 

easy to desintal when changing the location.  

The table below will summarize the essential and useful characteristics of the “Shutten 320” 

chosen from our study in the studied location Taza:  

Table 2 : Characteristics of solar panels“Shutten 320” 
 

 
 
3.3.2 Choice of wind turbine:  

For the stand alone system which is the hybrid system , solar panels wind turbines 

need to be chosen carefully , since they will generate energy that the owner will need on a 

long time basis. Wind turbines require high maintenance , for this reason we chose Eoltec 

Scirocco that have a 5 years warranty which means that if any problems happens , you can 

still give them back at the end of the fifth year. This wind turbine is unique by their new 

technology blades that can generate energy more than needed , and can resist to various and 

hard weather conditions. Those wind turbines are designed to not need a high maintenance , 

which will save money to the owner and use them in any circumstance. Their efficiency is 

controlled between 40% to 100% of the electricity load needed.  

 

3.4 Wind and solar energy assessment: 

To design the hybrid system , we need to secure an applicable level of authenticity               

and efficiency of our design . Hence to satisfy the electricity needs, solar and wind potential                
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assessment need to be evaluated for our studied location: Taza, taking into consideration that              

wind and solar have irregular characteristics. In this first part, the potential as well as the                

power assessment of both the wind and solar will be illustrated in depth  

. 

3.4.1 Wind potential assessment :  

It is critical before installing the wind turbine to assess the power output, and to               

comprehend the amount of wind energy we need to satisfy the refrigerating unit electricity              

needs.This step of wind resource assessment is necessary for the success of such a              

development which is the hybrid system. To assess wind distribu tions we will use Weibull                 

distribution as it is relatively simple and easy to implement and uses parameters that we can                

derive from different other approaches . We applied this method of moments to find the               

weibull distribution parameters , however in our study we used retscreen which is a software               

that helps determine those parameters. 

To calculate the parameters that describe the weibull distribution , several methods have been              

developed , the most broadly used one is the method of moments since it is effective and                 

simple to apply [19]. The first moment is done about the origin and the second one about                 

mean to calculate the parameter ‘ ’ and ‘ ’. This method includes the mean wind speed     k   c         

along with the standard deviation[20]:  

➢ a parameter that indicates the shape of the Weibull distribution, this parameterk              

takes values within the range of 1 to 3. If the value of K is large it means that the wind                     

is constant , for the case of small K quite variable winds.  

It is estimated as :  (1)K = ( )σ
V ave

0.9874 1.0983
 

➢ is the scale parameter, it is equal to the wind speed’s mean and it is a measure that c                    

characterises the wind speed. 

It is estimated as :   (2)c = V ave
Γ(1+ )k

1  

➢ 𝛤 the gamma function that is calculated following this equation :    (x) e dtΓ = ∫
∞

0
tx−1 −t  

Naturally , the speed of the wind varies in a constant way. With the purpose of determining                 

the frequency of every wind speed, some analysis must be done. Ordinarily, wind is              

measured using anemometer and its mean is noted ever 10 mins. 
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The primary focus is to approximate the wind speed frequency, hence diverse methods have              

been applied ending up by applying Weibull distribution[21,22,23]. 

The following equation describes the energy that the wind contains at specific site[25]: 

. (3)(v)f = c
k .e( )c

V k−1 −( )c
V k

 

The value of those parameters are at a height of which means that they will be written as          za         

and , to evaluate those parameters at a higher height ( ) the following equations will  Aa   Ka          zz      

be applied : 

➢ To calculate the scale parameter at a height [24]: (4)  Az zz .( )Cz = Ca
Z
Za

n  

○ is expressed as :      n n =
(1−0.088 ln ( ))10

Za
(0.37−0.088 ln c )a  

➢ To calculate the shape parameter  at a height  : (5) Kz zz kz =
(1−0.088 ln ( ))Z

10

k .(1−0.088 ln ( ))a 10
Za

 

When estimating the weibull distribution parameters at different heights , the wind speed             

should also be taken into account and computed in different heights using the wind vertical               

profile. In general terms, the evaluation of the wind speed is made in a regular height of 10                  

m. Considering that this design mainly implicates wind energy conversion system , wind             

speed at varied elevations need to be conducted applying this equation[25] :            .( )V a = V z
Zz
Za

m

(6) 

➢ is the wind speed that is usually measured at 10 m.V z1  

➢ is the wind measurement that is required.V z2   

➢ is the wind exponent gradient, it displays the rate in which the wind strengthm               

increases with the increase of height. IEC ( international electrotechnical commission           

) suggest the coefficient of roughness to be 0.2.  

After assessing the wind potential and calculating the most useful parameters needed using             

the software retscreen , we were also able to extract the mean wind roses and know exactly                 

where the wind blows at the studied location Taza. From the figure below, the wind blows                

mostly in the West and northwest direction , which are the most predominant places where               

the wind blows in huge amounts.  
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Figure 14 : Mean wind speed direction in the studied location. 
 
 

 

 

3.4.2 Pv potential assessment : 

Hybrid system involves dynamic behaviors such as wind and especially solar energy.            

Solar energy is a parameter that unables to produce energy identical to the energy produced               

by the wind, hence this parameter is fundamental in the design of hybrid PV-wind              

system[26].  

When speaking about solar energy , solar irradiation need to be determined which is the               

power received from the sun and the amount of energy that gets to the surface over a time                  

period. In this study PVGIS has been exploited to determine the solar irradiation over the               

whole year, In this part we will have to extract the irradiation on optimally inclined plane                

from PVGIS and then calculate its average to get the irradiation needed for our              

calculations[26].  

3.4.3 Wind power assessment : 
 

Determining the wind power is a crucial step in the implementation of wind turbines,              

given that this parameter can calculate the number of wind turbines needed for our system as                

well as estimating the actual energy production needed to satisfy needs[27]. 

The required electrical power of the wind is needed applying this equation :  

(7)P w = ELoad
C . 24h/dayptot

 

➢ (Kwh/day) the electricity demand on a daily basis. ELoad   
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➢ the total efficiency of the wind energy harvester (conversion system). Cptot   

is the total efficiency that the wind will provide to the system when is wind energy is Cptot                  

projected. The efficiency of the wind power is impossible to be 100 % since the generators                

are not perfect nor the wind blades, and it is also due to the losses under the act of viscosity.                    

Wind turbines are optimally designed to perform at an exact average which gives them an               

efficiency of approximately 40 to 50%[28].  
 

3.4.4 Pv power assessment : 
 

Pv power need to be assessment to be able to determine and choose the right solar                

panels for the refrigerating unit. This parameter will allow us to ascertain the type of solar                

panels we need depending of the value of the solar power , as well as the number of solar                   

panels that we will need to instal to meet the electricity needs.  

To determine the required power of PV , this equation is used : (8)P v = ELoad
I .ηrr tot

 

➢ the daily irradiation per year of the studied location.Irr  

➢ efficiency of the photovoltaic system.ηtot   

Solar panels can not operate with an efficiency of 100%, since many losses do occur. taking                

into consideration the efficiency of the cables, also is battery , which makes the efficiency               

achieve a maximum of 60 %which is enough to generate the energy needed for any use.                

Which means that =60%[29].ηtot   

 

 
3.4.5 Wind capacity factor : 

 
The capacity factor is known to evaluate the productivity of the wind power , it is                

defined as the power generated from the wind on a period of time over the rated power         AEP w          

in the same period of time. P rated   

The wind generation capacity factor is as follow : (9)C fw = AEP w
8760  P* rated

 

➢ is the actual energy production of the wind. AEP w  

➢ is the power of the wind , and 8760 is the amount of hours during the year. P rated   

Another method has been generated to compute the capacity factor[30] , this method will              

allow us to equal the two equations and derive the actual energy production . It has the              AEP w     
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benefit of being easy to implement since it consists of the parameters of the weibull               

distribution that we described before. 

The formula of the capacity factor of the wind power is determined as follow [31]: 

(10)C fw =
( )  − ( )c

V r k
c

V c k
e e(−( ) ) − c

V c k
(−( ) )c

V r k

− e(−( ) )c
V f

k

 

This equation is composed of the rated wind speed , cut-in wind speed as well as cut-out wind 

speed. The standard values are defined in the table below[32] :  

Figure 15: Graph defining the standard values of wind speeds.  
 

From this table we will take the cut-in wind speed to be 3.5 m/s, the rated windV c  

speed  to be 14 m/s, and the cut-out wind speed to be 25 m/s.V r V f  

3.4.6 PV capacity factor : 
 

The capacity factor will relate the theoretical output of power with the actual one. For               

PV generation system , the capacity factor relates power , energy and time accordingly the               

formula is settled as the actual energy generated over the actual energy if it intervenes and its                 

most energy[33,34]. 

The formula goes as : (11)C fv = AEP v
8760  P* rated

 

➢ is the actual energy production of the Pv generation system. AEP v   

➢ is the power of energy generated by the Pv generation system. P rated  
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To calculate we will need to set the previous equation equal to the amount of solar   AEP v               

energy received by the PV panels :  (12)AEP v
8760  P* rated

= H .P Rtot
8760  P* rated

 

➢ PR is the efficiency of the Pv generation system which is about approximately 80%              

since a generating system of photovoltaic can never be 100 % considering the             

losses[35].  

➢ is given by the energy acquired in 365 days : H tot 65.(I .S .η )  H tot = 3 rr v p  

○ With the surface of the photovoltaic panels.Sv  

○ is the efficiency of the solar panels.ηp   

 

 

4. Evaluation of the hybrid system design: 
 

The previous part: hybrid design proposal assisted in the analysis of the assessment of              

the solar pv generation system as well as the wind generation system on both the potential                

and power. In the next part which is the calculation method , each and every parameter will                 

be calculated individually along with their analysis. The main purpose of this part is to               

calculate the actual energy production through steps by determining the electricity load,            

going through the power outputs of each system , finishing with the capacity factor.  

This analysis will be joined with a flowchart that summarize the calculation steps as well as                

the sizing methodology. 
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Figure 16 : Flowchart summarizing the sizing methodology.  
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4.1 Load requirement  :Eload  
 
Analyzing the electricity bill is a significant step for the energy management and the              

understanding of its various parameters. This steps helps to identify the errors going and if               

the energy is saved or an increase in consumption. 

The electricity bills of a refr igerating unit have been studied and reformed to an excel sheet,                   

taking all the parameters and studying the energy consumption of full hours or peak hours.               

We chose to study this period of time since it is the most used and common one where all the                    

machine are technically in function , and we also chose considering that this period is the                

most expensive one. To start with our first parameter which is the electricity demand on a                

daily basis , to calculate this parameter we will need to sum up all the power consumptions of                  

each month and divide it by 30 days .  

The following are the steps followed to obtain the electricity load over the whole year: 

➢ First , electricity bill of a refrigerating unit will be analysed over a year : We 

took the bills of the twelve month analysing each month with its electricity 

consumption. 

The picture below shows the electricity bill taken , keeping informations about 

the refrigeration unit confidential as asked by the owner.  

Figure 17: Electricity bill of a refrigerating unit.  
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➢ Following, when analysing the bill we noted that every month has a different 

electricity consumption , as we can see in table 3: 

 

 January February Marc
h  

April May  June July August  September August  November December 

Full 
hours 

400 450 500 900 1200 1844 353
8 

3561 3626 3538 1962 550 

 
Table 3 : Electricity consumption of full hours during the year.  

To study in depth those month and their consumption , a graph has been generated from the                  

table above :  

Figure 18 : Graph representing full hours of electricity consumption.  
 

What we can conclude from this graph is that the electricity consumption is low from               

November till the month of June , which are mostly the cold months of year , many                 

interpretation can be done , as the refrigerator turns off or the owner lowers the consumption                

since the weather is already cold.  

➢ Next, once altering the values into a graph and analysing the graph as well , two cases                 

have been distinguished to calculate the electricity load, The first one is the average of               

the whole month that has a value of  1839 kWh and the Maximum 3626 kWh.  

○ For the first case , if we use the maximum which has a value of 3626 kWh as                  

the electricity load , it will definitely cover the needs and more. Hence , this               
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excess of energy will be wasted which is not our goal as we’re using              

renewable energies. 

○ For the second case , if the average load is being used which has a value of                 

1839.08 kWh , it will as well satisfy the need of electricity and there will be no                 

waste of energy. For the months that their value is higher than the average ,               

then there will a switch to the grid since they won’t need that much of energy                

when switching.  

 

➢ Lastly we will end up by finding a value of 61.30278 Kwh for the electricity demand                

by dividing the average over twelve months.  

 

4.2 Hybrid system potential assessment: 

4.2.1 Pv potential assessment:  

When assessing the potential of PV , the monthly and yearly irradiation need to be               

determined. In this project the solar irradiation will be estimated using the software of              

climatic data and radiation model PVGIS which is the Photovoltaic Geographic Information            

System. This software is the most frequently used one for evaluating the PV system’s              

performance[36,37].  

 
Figure 19: Photovoltaic Geographic Information System software.  
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After plotting the coordinates gps of Taza in the software and assessing every irradiation and               

knowing each one and its meaning[38] , we chose which irradiation to be calculated , we will                 

get the following figure that  represents the different irradiation evaluated.  

 
Station Latitude Longitude elevation above 

sea level  

Taza 34° 12' 38.017" N 59' 52.975" W 530 
 

Table 4: Coordinate gps of Taza.  

 

Table 5: Monthly solar irradiation for the studied location.  
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This table has been generated from the software PVGIS and it shows 4 different irradiation : 

the irradiation on horizontal plane , the irradiation on optimally inclined plane , the irradiation 

on and angle of 50 degrees and the direct normal irradiation ( Wh/m².day).  

 

 Hopt 

January 4730 

February 5340 

March  6280 

April 6330 

May  6430 

June 6990 

July 7120 

August 7020 

September 6430 

October 5930 

November 4820 

December 4530 

Average Irradiation 
(kWh/m²/day) 

5.99 

 
 

Table 6: Values of optimally inclined plane plugged in excel. 

 
Later , when plugging the values that we got from PVGIS software into the excel file , 

the goal is to find the irradiation per day, summing up all the irradiation from optimally 

inclined plane and dividing by 12 to get the value of the irradiation per day of each month. At 

the end of the analysis we will get a value of = 5.995 kwh/m².day.Irr   
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4.2.2 Wind potential assessment:  

4.2.2.1 Shape parameter and scale parameter : 

To evaluate the wind potential , the Weibull distribution is a vital tool to use. The                

Weibull distribution features two parameters which are the shape parameter and the scale             

parameter, those parameters are dimensionless and can be found using the software            

retscreen[39]. 

Retscreen is a clear energy management software released in 2016, this software             

helps to assess , optimize and identify the financial and technical practicability of renewable              

energy. To use retscreen, we need to know the power generation of the system, the type of                 

wind turbines we will use and the location we will study. Our studied location is Taza,                

subsequently after implementing the later variables declared previously , we get the following             

table with the necessary parameters which is the scale , and shape parameters, the wind speed                

along with the frequency and the wind gradient exponent[40].  

 
Figure 20: Weibull data at 10 meters. 

 
 
The following table gives the weibull parameters at 10 meters, the study conducted in this               

paper will be done in 18 meters , hence the scale parameter and the shape parameter -which                 
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are the most important parameters we will use for our optimisation- , will be calculated using                

the previous equations 4 and 5 :  

➢ Scale parameter : = *     C18 .47  4 ( )10
18 n     

 

➢ Shape parameter : =  K18 (1−0.088ln( ))10
18

2.416 (0.088ln( ))* 10
10

 
 

➢ Exponent n : = n (1−0.088 ln ( ))10
10

(0.37−0.088 ln 4.47)   

 
 
 
After working on the calculation on excel and plugging ever value to its proper equation we 
will get the following values :  
 
 

 10 meters 18 meters 

Scale parameter (c) 4.47 5.1418 

Shape parameter (k) 2.416 2.5477 

 
Table 7: Weibull parameters at 18 meters.  

 

 

4.3 Hybrid system power assessment / : P w  P v  

4.3.1 Pv power assessment: 

 
After calculating the electrical daily consumption that has a value of 61.30278            

Kwh/day, the required power of PV will be calculated using the equation 8 mentioned in the                

first part with a total efficiency of the photovoltaic system of 60% and an average irradiation                

of 5.995 kwh/m².day.  :  

=                  ⇒      =  ⇒ = 17.0427 KW P v
Eload

I  . nrr tot
 P v

61.30278 Kwh
5.995 kwh/m².day  0.6 *

 P v  
 

The power calculated stands for the output of the power required that is needed to               

cover the load requirement when the PV system is used alone.  
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4.3.2 Wind power assessment:  

 

After calculating the electrical daily consumption that has a value of 61.30278            

Kwh/day, the required electrical power will be studied using the equation 7 mentioned in the               

first part with a total efficiency of the wind energy of 40%:  

=          ⇒    =     ⇒    = 6.385 KW. P w
Eload

C  . 24h/dayptot
 P w 0.4  24 h/day*

61.30278 Kwh  P w   

 
The power calculated stands for the output of the power required that is needed to cover the                 

load requirement when the source of wind is used alone.  

 

 

 

 

4.4 Hybrid system capacity factor : 

4.4.1 Pv capacity factor:  

Our target in this part is to calculate the actual energy production for the Pv system ,                 

this parameter can be calculated using the Pv capacity factor through its equation that              

contains mainly the actual energy production aparmeter[41]. 

The equation goes as follow as described previously:  

 

=        ⇔     =  With    = 365*( ) C fv
AEP v

8760 P* rated
 C fv

H P Rtot*
8760 P* rated

  H tot Irr * Sv * ηp   

 

As calculated before in the Pv power assessment = =17.0427 KW and the efficiency         P rated  P v      

of the efficiency of the photovoltaic system is PR=80%. Along with that comprises the           H tot    

irradiation efficiency of the solar panels =16.92 and the surface of the solar panels that is      ηp           
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the length L=1956mm times the W=992mm that provides us with a surface area of =1.94              Sv  

studied under the figure below :m2  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 21 : dimensions of solar panels. 

 

After plugging the values into the equation of the capacity factor and using the              
software excel  we will get : = 0.2048 equivalent to 20%. C fv  

 
4.4.2 Wind turbines capacity factor: 

The capacity factor has been chosen since it is the parameter that calculates the              

productivity of the wind, and its equation includes the actual energy production that we need               

to find[42]. To calculate the capacity factor and then subsequently extract the actual energy              

production we will need the equation 10  mentioned before: 

C fw =
( )  − ( )c

V r k
c

V c k
e e(−( ) ) − c

V c k
(−( ) )c

V r k

− e(−( ) )c
V f

k
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With values of 3.5 m/s , 14 m/s, 25 m/s for , and respectively shown in figure 15 ;           V c  V r  V f       

we plugged the equation in excel to obtain a value of 0.055 : =5.5% C fw  

4.5 Actual energy production : 

 

The main focus of this study is to find an actual energy of the wind and the solar that                   

will satisfy our needs which is the electricity load . This parameter can be calculated          Eload       

using the capacity factor calculated previously. 

 

4.5.1 Actual energy production of Pv system: 

The actual energy production of any Photovoltaic system is the amount of electrical             

energy the solar panels can generate over a year. This parameter can be studied using the Pv                 

capacity factor considering that its equation sets out the actual energy production to the Pv               

power over  a year. The equation goes as as follow :  

=     ⇔   = * * C fv
AEP v

8760 P* rated
 AEP v  C fv  8760  P rated  

After plotting this equation into excel software with the right values of each parameter we               

will get a value of the actual energy production of the Pv generation system : 

=11129.6703 kWh/year. AEP v   

 

 4.5.2 Actual energy production of wind system: 

The actual energy production of any wind turbine refers to the amount of electrical              

energy the wind turbine generates during the year[43]. This parameter can be studied using              

the wind capacity factor considering that its equation sets out the actual energy production to               

the wind power. The equation is as follow:  

⇔ = * *C fw = AEP w
8760  P* rated

 AEP w  C fw  8760  P rated  

Applying a value of 0.055 for the wind capacity factor, we obtain =12383.15             AEP w  

KWh/year for the actual energy production.  
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5. Hybrid system components installed cost : 
 

Designing hybrid pv- wind system has been a turning point development in the world today ,                

it is a system that promises technical as well as economical alternative to conventional energy               

systems. The total cost will be calculated and used for the reasonable restriction of the configuration                

system. In this project, the output of the cost will be based on the the cost of each energy source per                     

KW. For the photovoltaic power generated , in 2016 the average cost of installation was               

approximately 1650 dollars per KW. In terms of wind energy , as reported by WWEA the world wind                  

energy association , the price per KW is around 4800 dollars.  

Accordingly, the formula to the initial cost of the system is as follow: 

Cost $ = 4800* + 1650*  P w  P v  

6. Optimisation methodology: 
 
The electricity consumption takes into account the amount of electricity used and consumed 

during the year, this consumption is made based on the supply given which is in this case 

electricity from l’ONE. When analysing the bills as stated before , we could conclude the 

amount of electricity consumed yearly based on the electricity used during full hours since it 

is the time where most of electricity is used.  

To extract the total electricity consumption , we will use table 3 and sum up all the electricity 

consumed during full hours . 

 

 

 January February Marc
h  

April May  June July August  September August  November December 

Full 
hours 

400 450 500 900 1200 1844 353
8 

3561 3626 3538 1962 550 

 
Table 8 : Electricity consumption of full hours during the year.  
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After summing up all those values will get value for the total electricity consumption of 

22069 kWh/year. 

First and foremost , to start with the optimisation methodology we had to know the 

electricity consumption, and approach it with each actual production energy to see if the 

value is almost equal to electricity consumption when each system of the wind and solar is 

used alone . The wind and solar gave us an actual energy production of of   AEP w

=12383.15 KWh/year and =11129.6703kWh/year, as we can terminate from those AEP v  

values , each system has a capacity that could generate electricity as an alone system. When 

summing us both system we will get a value of 23512,22 kWh/year which is the amount of 

energy we exactly need, with the losses we can for sure get a value of 22069 kWh/year [44].  

Following the calculation of the capacity factor and the investment of the installation , we 

will now conduct the optimization using GRG in excel. The purpose of the excel solver is to 

find the right combination of solar and wind as percentages , those percentages will allow us 

to determine the right percentage of wind we need to satisfy the needs and the right 

percentage of solar we need to satisfy the need. The combination of the two percentages need 

to be equal to 100% which means that they satisfy the need completely. Using excel solver 

the target must be set to be the initial investment of the hybrid it implies that the hybrid 

installed need to satisfy the price known widely and give the minimum value by setting the 

excel solver as a target of the minimum ,  the wind and solar power are taken as variables 

along with the surface that should be covered by solar panels and the electricity load of 22096 

kWh as main constraints [44]. 

 

7. Results and discussion:  

In this last part , we will start by discussing the placement of solar panels and wind turbine in                   

the location chosen, as it is said by the owner the whole surface of 1391 m² won’t be used                   

completely due to security reason as well as esthetique ones. 

To know the exact surface that will be covered by the solar panels if the solar power is used                   

completely alone is by calculating first the number of solar panels used and then multiplying               

it by the surface of each solar panel: The number of solar panels will equal to which                n = P v
320  

gives a value of 54 solar panels to install when solar power is used alone , then we will                   
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calculate the surface covered by the needed solar panels by the equation : that gives a             n * Sv    

value of 104.76 m². Moving on to the number of wind turbines we need to use, we chose                  

wind turbines that generate 6kW which mean that the actual productivity will be equal to               

6kW* the number of hours it will be working which is 24 hours all day long * the capacity                   

factor * number of day it will operate which is 365 days , those calculation will give a value                   

of 12088.8 Kwh which is approximately half the electricity consumption we need to             

generates , it means that two wind turbine will deliver the energy we need for the electricity                 

consumption.  

Thereafter using the optimization tool , the main constraint will be the surface used for solar                

panels , and as stated before the investment cost will be the main target to get the best                  

combination with the least cost possible and the other variables the wind and solar power.In               

this final step will be demonstrated the management of the hybrid system configuration             

which means the exact percentages of solar energy and wind energy that will be used in                

different surfaces. The following table represents the results obtained using the solver in the              

software excel:  

 

Surface taken 
(m²) 

(kW) P v  (kW) P w  %  P v  %  P w  

20 3.29 22.46 26.07 73.92 

40 6.59 14.53 52.15 47.84 

50 8.24 10.57 65.19 34.80 

60 9.89 6.61 78.23 21.76 

70 11.54 2.65 91.26 8.73 

74 12.20 1.06 96.48 3.51 

> 74 12.65 0 100 0 

 

Table 9 :Results of Optimisation at different surfaces.  

As noted from the table above , when increasing the surface covered by solar panels the                

power of solar energy gets higher compared to wind energy that becomes inexistent. After              

increasing the surface above 74 m² the use of wind energy which are the wind turbines                
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become useless as we can see in the table by the percentage of 0% compared to the one of                   

solar that increases to 100% which is a full usage of solar energy. This difference in values in                  

due to the cost of installation given that it is the main target settled in our optimization                 

technique.  

After managing the percentages needed to cover the needs of electricity we will be able to                

calculate the number of solar panels in each surface used by solar energy , wheres the number                 

of wind turbines used will be the same since it doesn’t depend on the surfaces stated before.  

The following table represents the number of solar panels at each surface used by solar               

energy : to calculate the number of solar panels in each case we will divide the solar power in                   

each surface by 320 which is the peak power of our chosen solar panels : 

 

 

 

Surface taken (m²) Number of solar panels 

20 10 

40 20 

50 26 

60 31 

70 36 

74 39 
Table 10: number of solar panels at different surfaces.  

 

From this table we judge that every time the surface of solar energy used increases the                 

number of solar panels increases reaching beyond 74 m² 54 solar panels as calculated before               

when solar energy is used alone since when exceeding a surface of 74 m² the solar energy's                 

percentage attain 100%.  
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7. Conclusion:  

In this paper , an economic pattern has been constructed to develop a hybrid design process                

which has been based on generalized reduced gradient algorithm known as excel solver . This               

procedure enabled us to find a right hybrid system configuration in terms of solar and wind                

energy, this configuration will allow us to meet the exact electricity load with the least               

investment cost.  

The principle aim of this study is to scheme a hybrid system that will allow every owner of a                   

refrigerating unit to first lower the price of electricity consumption as well as be more               

dependent on the hybrid system then other external energies. This new system of energies has               

not only been designed to meet the urgent need to electricity , bu also to demonstrate that                 

combining wind and solar power is a solution that generation have to start using. The concept                

of adopting a hybrid system has been done to make new generations believe that the               

combination of solar and wind power is much more efficient than using one of them alone ,                 

people still think that hybrid systems still are expensive that’s why we plugged the initial               

investment to be the target to prove the opposite[44].  

In the first part of this study , the typical electricity consumption of a refrigerating unit has                 

been analyzed moving to management techniques chosen for the location as well as the solar               

panels and wind turbines to be used in this project. Following , a hybrid design proposal has                 

been suggested to find the actual energy production of each the wind energy and solar energy,                

to calculate those two parameters the capacity factor has been studied and            

analyzed.Afterwards calculations have been made to calculate every parameter to get the            

actual energy production, then we compared it to the electricity consumption which is             

approximately the same.In accordance with those calculation , a clear vision of the hybrid              

system started to be constructed rather than assumptions. Using the excel solver and setting              

the initial investment as the target and the solar and wind power as variable , adding to it the                   

electricity load as the constraint with the surface used by solar panels, we were able to find                 
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combinations for the solar and wind energy based on percentages on each surface area              

covered by solar panels[44]. Taking everything into account, hybrid systems have been            

known to be systems that help much more than one system alone , they take into                

consideration sun and wind because every location is characterised by different weather            

condition .Those systems have a sparkling future as combined renewable energies , and the              

world today still know more renewable energies that can help in the extraction of electricity               

and supply and use it in different domains.  
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Appendices:  

Appendix A: Document generated from Pvgis for Taza. 
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Appendix B: Weibull distribution document from retscreen for taza. 

➢ Wind data analysis: 
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➢ General data: 
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Appendix C: Document of solar panels chosen for the study. 

➢ General informations: 
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➢ Characteristics and drawings:  
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Appendix D: Document of wind turbine chosen for the study. 
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